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Why you should care about governance, risk 
and compliance 
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Edward Olson, CPA, CA 

• Highlights 

• 20 years of work experience in industry as well as public practice addressing 
all aspects of strategy, risk and operations. 

• Have conducted external financial statement auditing, performance 
improvement, enterprise risk management, internal audit, governance, 
climate change advisory services, efficiency reviews, and performance 
improvement. 

• Developed the framework for and implementation of an enterprise risk 
management program at one of the top 15 utilities in North America 
addressing all operations in Belize, the Caribbean, United States and 
Canada. 

• Continue to be a guest lecturer at various institutions on topics of enterprise 
risk management, internal controls, privacy compliance and governance 
oversight responsibilities. 

• Now Practice Leader, Advisory Services at Crowe MacKay LLP 
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Crowe MacKay LLP 

12 
 

th 
270 

 professionals & 

staff 

Ranked as the 

twelfth largest 

accounting firm in 

Canada* 

Crowe MacKay LLP 

8 offices 
3 provinces & 

2 territories 

50  

partners 
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Crowe Global 

8 
 

th 

USD3.8B  

global revenue 

31,447 partners and 

professionals  

3% growth in 2017 

3,904 partners 

27,543 

 professionals  

Ranked as the eighth largest 

global accounting network* 

805 offices 

130 countries 

5,093  

administrative staff 

*IAB Survey: World Leading accounting networks 2017: fee data 
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Why are we here today? 

• As First Nations and Indigenous leaders focus efforts and energy into the various 

activities needed to build sustainable business models and maximize growth 

potential, they often overlook the key functions of risk identification and mitigation as 

well as proper governance. 

• In today’s complex world, it is increasingly important to have both an understanding of 

the many risks impacting your community as well as an effective approach to 

designing necessary processes to help manage those risks. 

• Spend less time reacting to risk and more time preparing appropriate governance 

structures for a strong community future. 
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Examples 
History of what went wrong & why. 
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MacEwan University 

• MacEwan University defrauded of $11.8M in online phishing scam 

• Three MacEwan staffers made three payments to a fraudulent account over a nine-day period in 

August 2017 

• $1.9M, $22k and $9.9M 

Findings: 

1. Not sophisticated attack – breakdown of basic controls 

2. A bank account was asked to be changed, and payments made to it 

3. Bank account changes are unusual, and lower level staff should not be approving large money 

transfer like that 
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Uber Cyber Breach 

• Massive global breach of personal information – 57 million customers and drivers in October 2017 

Findings: 

• Uber failed to notify individuals and regulators 

• Uber leadership appeared to also take things a step further by engaging in a conspiracy to 

conceal the event, paying hush money to the hackers/extortionists and hiding it from its own 

general counsel and board of directors 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-11-21/uber-concealed-cyberattack-that-exposed-57-million-people-s-data
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HSBC 

• HSBC to pay $1.9 billion U.S. fine in money-laundering case 

• HSBC Holdings Plc agreed to pay a record $1.92 billion in fines to U.S. authorities for allowing 

itself to be used to launder a river of drug money flowing out of Mexico and other banking lapses 

Findings: 

• Mexico’s Sinaloa cartel and Colombia’s Norte del Valle cartel between them laundered $881 

million through HSBC and a Mexican unit 

• HSBC acknowledged it failed to maintain an effective program against money laundering and 

failed to conduct basic due diligence on some of its account holders. 
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TransAlta Spreadsheet Error 

• TransAlta submits wrong bid to the New York Independent System Operator for transmission 

congestion contracts resulting in a $24M loss in 2003 

Findings: 

• Clerical error – simple spreadsheet error resulted in TransAlta buying more US power 

transmission hedging contracts at higher prices than it should have 

• Reason for the loss – a simple "cut-and-paste error in an Excel spreadsheet that we did not 

detect when we did our final sorting and ranking bids prior to submission” 

• Poor clerical due diligence and poor monitoring controls of transactions for key contract bids 

• TransAlta is a major power producer in New York state, with plants in Plattsburgh and 

Binghamton 

• Lesson learned - have another employee double-check the documentation 
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Failure of Concept 

1989 - RJ Reynolds smokeless cigarettes 

• In the 1980s, just as anti-smoking campaigns were heating up, RJ Reynolds put $325 million into a new 

product: smokeless cigarettes 

• They didn't work, and people weren't buying them so four months later, they were gone 
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Failure of Brand Extension 

1990 - Coors Rocky Mountain Spring Water 

• This was an interesting experiment in brand extension 

• Coors Rocky Mountain Spring Water launched in 1990 and didn't fare well 

• It turns out beer drinkers want only one thing from their favorite label: beer! 
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Misunderstood Market  

1996 - McDonald's Arch Deluxe 

• In 1996, McDonald's introduced the Arch Deluxe, which never caught on 

• It was intended to appeal to "urban sophisticates" - outside of its target demographic 
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Unintended Side Effects 

In the late 1990s Frito-Lay rolled out a miracle food, a line of chips 

with the upbeat branding of WOW! 

• The marketing claim was tantalizing - a compound called 

Olestra allowed for a fat-free potato chip 

• "While it provided the satisfaction of tasting just like fat, 

(Olestra's) molecules were too large to be digested by the 

body, passing directly through the digestive tract unabsorbed.” 

• Sadly, the result was similar to that of a laxative - stomach 

cramps and diarrhea prevailed 
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Outsourcing Exposure 

The Financial Conduct Authority fined Aviva Pension Trustees UK Limited and 

Aviva Wrap UK Limited (together Aviva) £8,246,800 for failings in its oversight of 

its outsourced providers in relation to the protection of client assets 

• Aviva outsourced the administration of client money and external reconciliations 

in relation to custody assets, but failed to ensure that it had adequate controls 

and oversight arrangements to effectively control these outsourced activities 

• Activities can be delegated but not abdicated 
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Typo 

The Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) team was debugging an issue causing the S3 billing 

system to progress more slowly than expected (2017). At 9:37AM PST, an authorized S3 team 

member using an established playbook executed a command. Unfortunately, one of the inputs to 

the command was entered incorrectly and a larger set of servers was removed than 

intended. 

• Multiple websites and online services reliant on the platform were shut down, affecting 

everything from banking services to pizza deliveries 

• During the 4-hour disruption, S&P 500 companies lost $150 million 

• US financial services companies lost an estimated $160 million 

• 54 of the top 100 internet retailers were affected with a decrease of 20% or greater in 

performance, and some websites went down completely 
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General Motors – Faulty Ignition Switch 

• GM allegedly responsible for 124 deaths and 274 injuries because of faulty ignition switches in their 
vehicles which prevented the deployment of airbags. 

Findings: 

• That report concluded that the GM board of directors was not informed of any problem caused by the 
Chevrolet Cobalt ignition switch until February 2014. 

• Even though there was internal knowledge of these defects for more than 7 years among GM 
employees. 

• The audit committee met regularly with the Chief Risk Officer. One minor element was excluded from 
discussions - “no specific vehicle safety was brought to the audit committee’s attention”. 

• General Motors originally said it knew of only 13 deaths related to the switches (actual results nearly 
10 TIMES HIGHER!!!) 

• During the first calendar quarter of 2014, GM informed NHTSA of the vehicle defects and recorded 
charges of approximately $1.3 billion (exclusive of legal costs) to its operating income to reflect an 
operating loss of $535 million for the first quarter of 2014. The stock price fell 17 percent. 

• GM CEO fired 15 employees deemed responsible for not tackling the problem vigorously enough. 
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Technical jargon 
The key components. 
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Governance, risk & compliance 

Governance 

Risk 

Compliance 

Governance: 

Oversight roles 

and processes 

Compliance: 

Processes and 

controls to meet 

various requirements 

Risk: Business 

exposures (value 

preservation & 

generation) 
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Governance 

• Oversight roles and processes 

• Identify the process of decision making and how decisions are implemented 

• Who makes these decisions, what should be done in making these decisions, and ensuring 

decisions are made with core values in mind are key to governance responsibilities 

• Decisions should be made in pursuit of core value preservation, including growth of that same 

value 

• The community needs a direct understanding of what decisions are important as well as what 

outcomes are desired 
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Boiling it down 
How do we make this relevant? 
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Simplified approach 

• Where are you going? 

• What are you going to do about it? 

• What’s in the way? 
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Why is strategy necessary? 

• To implement a strategy, commit to a handful of community-wide objectives that clarify the 

choices that will matter most over the short and long term 

• These priorities serve as guardrails to keep different parts of the community moving in the same 

direction 

• Priorities may be different based on nation, community, financial (i.e. trusts), business partners or 

joint ventures 

• All priorities should dovetail to one ultimate direction 
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Objective-centric strategy 

• Setting a course for success is impossible if you don’t know where you are headed 

• Headings are set based on core values 

• But how do you know your core values? 

1. Identify all key stakeholders 

2. Consult with key stakeholders 

3. Take into account that which is important to key stakeholders 

4. Ensure Chief and Council clarify what is heard before moving forward 
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Core value examples 

Examples of core values for consideration can be the following: 

1. Culture 

2. Community 

3. Interests of First Nations 

4. Being partners and co-managers in development(s) 

5. Existing rights of Aboriginal Peoples 

6. Value creation/preservation 
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Governance (simple overview) 

Value, 
preservation & 
generation 

Understanding 
accountabilities 

Understanding 
objectives/strategy 

Achieving 
objectives/strategy 
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Governance considerations 

• Are we able to effectively set strategic direction? 

• Are we clear on what is of value, and what will continue to drive value? 

• Are we able to oversee and evaluate execution of strategic plans? 

• Are we confident that we have delegated responsibilities effectively? 

• Are we effective in overseeing risk identification and mitigation? 

• Are we timely on identifying emerging risks? 

• Do we have effective and productive relationships with key stakeholders? 

• How well do we identify and manage key stakeholder expectations? 

• Are we proactively addressing key stakeholder expectations and building upon key value drivers? 

• Do all key stakeholders view the nation the same way? 
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What should be the focus? 

Understanding the community is critical to understanding the risks faced: 

• Map who you are today – this will determine where to focus and what to focus on 

• Understand what is offered, by whom it is offered, to whom it is offered 

• Identify critical relationships necessary for success 

• Identify who currently has the authority to make decisions, or who is influencing decisions 
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How would you describe your community? 

1. Governing structure 

2. Education 

3. Housing 

4. Business Partnerships & Joint Ventures 

5. Infrastructure (Roads, Water, Sewer) 

6. Healthcare 

7. Social Services 

8. Other critical functions? 

 

Band Council 

Education 

Housing 

Businesses 
& Services 

Roads, 
sewer & 

water 

Healthcare 

Social 
services 
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What is risk? 

That which hinders forward progress, or achievement of objectives, is risk. 

Important to understand two fundamental drivers: 

1. That which inhibits achievement of objectives 

2. That which drives value but has not been embraced 

Risk is both mitigation as well as opportunity – protecting against factors that 

inhibit value growth as well as pursuing value generation. Both are just as critical 

to success. Ignoring one over the other will detrimentally impact the community. 
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Risk clarity & prioritization 
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Monitoring activities 

• Who is doing what? 

• Who should be doing what? 

• How do we measure success in what they are doing? 

• How do we ensure accountability? 

• If specific on accountability, what do we do when expectations are not met? 

• How do we communicate “success”? 

• What do we do when success is not achieved? 

• What measures are implemented to ensure success is achieved? 

• Who has what authority? 

• Is that authority communicated? 

• Is success communicated and well understood by all key stakeholders? 
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Controls 

• Risks mandate a response – should anything be done? 

• Internal control is a process for assuring achievement of objectives in operational effectiveness 

and efficiency, reliable financial reporting, and compliance with laws, regulations and policies, and 

in meeting community expectations 

• Internal control involves everything that controls risks to an organization 
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Policies & procedures 

• Oversight, policies, procedures and governance practices can change dependent upon the entity 

and scope of services: 

• The Nation and management of all community activities 

• Trusts, including third parties assigned responsibility to manage 

• Business partnerships and joint ventures 

• Yet ultimate outcomes should deliver upon the Core Values of the community at large 

• Structure is needed to set parameters for ongoing decision-making 
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Value 

Focus on preserving value 

Focus on leveraging risk to 

generate value 

Preservation 

Generation 

Value Does everyone 

agree on “value?” 
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Recap 

• Create a specific strategy (state strategic priorities) 

• Identify your core values 

• Define desired outcomes (identified through consultation and agreement) 

• Identify critical decisions necessary to achieve strategy 

• Create a framework to guard against incorrect decisions (i.e. policies, procedures, controls and 
oversight) 

• Assign specific authorities 

• Monitor performance – ensure everyone is on the same page 

• Recognize need for third-party assistance as/when needed (i.e. trust management) 

• Keep it simple and scalable 

• Continually identify and evaluate risks which could derail achievement of strategy 
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“Soft Side” of governance 

Good 
Governance 

Characteristics 

Participation 

Rule of Law 

Transparency 

Responsiveness 

Consensus-
Oriented 

Equity & 
Inclusiveness 

Effectiveness 
& Efficiency 

Accountability 
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Thank You 
Edward Olson, CPA, CA 

Practice Leader, Advisory 

Services 

Crowe MacKay LLP 

Direct: +1 (250)870-4976 

Mobile: +1 (250)718-8687 

Edward.Olson@crowemackay.ca 


